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Abstract: Demand for data services from a few Kilobytes to several Gigabytes over the last 25 years has led to the 

development of several mobile and wireless standards. Unfortunately, the spectrum required for these services to 

operate is becoming scarce not because of shortage but because of under-utilization as several spectrum occupancy 

measurements have shown over the years. The solution then has to be a dynamic spectrum access approach where 

licensed and unlicensed users could share the spectrum without causing interference to the licensed user. This concept 

known as Cognitive Radio (CR) was envisioned by Mitola promises to solve this problem. Radio Environment Map 

(REM) is one of the central tools at the heart of CR as it constructs a comprehensive map of the CR network storing 

information on physical network, policies, regulation, licensed user profile and activity. In this research, a general 

overview on REM construction is presented. From the architecture to the techniques applied in constructing REMs. The 

performance of propagation models employed in this process is also presented. Finally the quality metrics used to 

determine the accuracy of the constructed REMs is given 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Electromagnetic Spectrum being the medium for wireless communication has of recent faced substantial paradigm 

shift.  The increasing demand for new applications and services that are “bandwidth hungry” has led to developments 

of several concepts within the research community [1]. One of such concepts is cognitive radio which promises to 

revolutionize the mode of spectrum allocation from command and control to a dynamic approach where spectrum could 

be shared both spatially and temporally [2]. Successful deployment of cognitive radio requires mobile terminal/nodes to 

be aware of their environment so as to make informed and intelligent decisions without causing interference. To 

achieve this goal, mobile network nodes must be able to sense the channel to determine the presence or absence of a 

user [3].  

 

The cognitive radio ecosystem therefore requires the sharing of network resources between licensed (primary) users 

and unlicensed (secondary) ones without causing interference to the primary user through sensing. It has therefore 

become necessary to develop models that could correctly predict the status of radio channels for initiation/termination 

of transmission by a mobile terminal. Spectrum occupancy measurements (radio measurements) have been performed 

over the years to determine the level of spectrum utilization and in extension utilize the data to develop models for 

spectrum hole prediction [4-6]. Radio measurements have become more efficient due to improvements measurement 

technologies coupled with recent innovations in data mining, efficient exploitation methods have been developed that 

make it possible to extract vital information to enhance the viability of new concepts such as Cognitive Radio (CR) [7]. 

 

According to Zhao in [8] who introduced and developed Radio Environment Maps (REM), he stated that “The REM 

can be viewed as an integrated database that provides multi-domain environmental information and prior knowledge for 

cognitive radios, such as the geographical features, available services and networks, spectral regulations, locations and 

activities of neighboring radios, policies of the users and/or service providers, and past experience.” From the 

definition, it can be deduced that REM should contain information about the radio environment, the location of 

transmitters, possible areas of interference with or by other transmitters. REM’s are therefore maps of Radio frequency 

(RF) power levels over a given geographical area that could be used for better spectrum management [9].  

 

The deployment of REM’s will lead to better understanding of the radio environment by the licensed and unlicensed 

users, realization of dynamic spectrum access and overall improvement of the network performance[10]. This paper is 

divided as follows; section II presents an overview of REM, in section III the architecture of REM is discussed. REM 

construction techniques are presented in section IV, section V discusses propagation techniques used in REM 

construction. Finally section VI highlights the quality metrics used in determining the accuracy of these maps.  
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II. REM OVERVIEW 

 

Theoretically, CR could be able to detect the presence of spectrum hole through spectrum sensing thus making it 

possible for an unlicensed user to utilize the radio channel [11]. However, due to more work being needed on CR’s 

capability and accuracy most regulators (OFCOM, FCC, ECC etc.) have adopted the use of Television White Space 

(TVWS) geo-location database approach for dynamic spectrum access in the terrestrial TV broadcast services band i.e. 

the VHF and UHF frequency bands. According to [12], “The main difference of REM from the geo-location DB is that 

REM generates spectrum map by processing the data collected from multiple sources (e.g. measurements from MCDs 

and regulations from the regulatory bodies in a country) with its cognitive engine, and therefore can easily adapt to 

dynamic operating environments whereas geo-location DB stores quasi-static information”. REM therefore makes 

nodes in a given network environmentally aware of their surroundings thus turning them into intelligent nodes that 

make informed decisions bringing the concept of CR closer to reality. Figure 1 presents a holistic overview of the 

various aspects of REM from geo-location database, architecture, data model, quality metrics, construction methods 

and challenges encountered in REM construction and research. 
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Fig 1 REM Components [12] 

 

III. REM ARCHITECTURE 

 

A CR generally has two kinds of REM’s i.e. local and Global REM. Global REM provides extensive processing 

capabilities while local REM increases the responsiveness of the system [13]. The scale of the global REM depends on 

the size of network’s service area whereas the scale of local REM is determined by the unit service area, e.g., a cell for 

a cellular network. It could be then said that the space complexity of REM depends on the number of nodes, number of 

channels, size of network coverage, granularity of REM information, etc. [8]. 
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Synchronization of REM’s is very important for the proper operation in terms of accuracy and reliability of the 

information being provided. It is therefore paramount that both local and global REM’s synchronize so as to update 

their observations and experiences Furthermore, since the spectrum policies and regulations vary from country to 

country, each country must therefore have its own map that will be in harmony with its neighbors especially in the 

border areas [12]. 

 

IV. REM CONSTRUCTION METHODS 

 

As REM is required to provide reliable information in order to meet the stringent criteria of no-harmful interference for 

the licensed user, it must then be constructed in a timely manner to capture the changing dynamics of the CRN. For the 

purpose of this section, we shall limit the concept of REM on deriving interference level of the CRN. Based on 

literature, REM construction methods could be broadly classified into three methods: spatial statistics based approaches 

(direct approach), transmitter location determination based methods (indirect approach) and hybrid approach that 

involves both direct and indirect methods [13]. 

 

A. Spatial Statistics Based Methods 

 

In [1], the task of obtaining radio environment information could be formulated as:” Given a finite number of localized 

radio measurement, how can we deduce the missing values of the measured quantity (the value of total received signal 

power on the considered frequency band) on the whole area of interest, with a given reliability degree?” The basic 

solution to this problem as presented in [14] consists of choosing interpolation technique that will generate 

“sufficiently” precise estimation of the real value of the considered quantity. The term “sufficiently” precise (or 

estimated value which minimizes some reliability metric representing the interpolation error) denotes that the obtained 

value generates a reasonable spectrum occupancy information, thus in the same time justifying the limited number of 

measurements performed. 

 

In spatial statistics approach, spatial maps are developed using data obtained from radio measurements for a given 

location. Since it’s impossible to obtain measurements for all locations in a given area, points without any measurement 

can then be estimated as a function of measured data as indicated in figure 2. Well known spatial estimation techniques 

include Kriging, Inverse Distance Weighted (IDW), and nearest neighbor interpolation techniques [12] 

 

Measurement 
Points

Interpolation

 
Fig. 2 Spatial Statistics based approach [15] 

 

In kriging interpolation method which is a minimum mean squared error method of spatial prediction that depends 

upon the second order properties of the process [16]. The aim is to estimate unknown values at a given location X0 

from the data obtained during the radio measurements. The estimation is achieved by assigning a weight factor 

ωi  (i = 1, … , N) to each value measured by the N nodes, as follows: 

 

P  x0 =  ωiP xi 

N

i=1

                                                                                        (1) 

 

Where P (x0) is the estimated/interpolated value. The weights are determined by minimizing the error variance of the 

general Kriging linear estimator [17, 18]. In [19] a prototype for developing REM’s from massive data set with linear 
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computational complexity was developed using fixed rank Kriging which was first demonstrated in [20, 21], to enable 

processing of tens or hundreds of thousands of measurements on a typical laptop in an interactive manner. REM’s were 

constructed in [22] from data obtained in Caracas Venezuela. The work employed three interpolation techniques: 

Kriging, IDW and SPLINE where they found out that IDW performed better overall. [1] introduced interference 

cartography with the aim of detecting spectrum hole for dynamic spectrum access. Kriging technique was applied to 

interference data obtained from a radio network simulator; the researchers found out that the developed REM could 

enhance the performance of secondary spectrum usage.  

 

An REM was developed in the 2.5 GHz WiMax network at the University of Colorado. It was found that this approach 

to radio environment mapping is feasible and produces maps that are more accurate and informative than both 

explicitly tuned path loss models and basic data fitting approaches. 

 

IDW uses the weights inversely proportional to the distance between p and pi  for weighting zi values and evaluates the 

weighted sum of measured values for calculating z (p). Given, 

 

wi p = d p, pi 
−β                                                                                              (2) 

 

Where β is the IDW power, d(. , . ) is the distance function, wi p  is the weight of zi for evaluating estimate value at 

point p. For β = 1 the method is known as IDW1 while for β = 2 its known as IDW2 [12]. For other interpolation 

techniques refer to table 1. 

 

Table I Summary of REM Interpolation Techniques 

S/N Method Description 

1 Kriging[1] It is a linear spatial interpolation method; it assumes that the 

missing values could be estimated by weighted linear combinations 

of the available neighboring values. The weights are computed 

based on the measured values expressed through the spatial auto 

covariance function. 

2 Nearest Neighbor [23] It’s the simplest method to implement. The missing values are 

obtained as the value measured by the closest sensor (which 

corresponds to the sensor with the shortest distance). 

3 Inverse Distance Weight 

[24] 

It’s based on the concept that nearby values contribute more to the 

estimated values than distant values. The influence of a measured 

data point is inversely related to the distance from the unknown 

location that is being measured. 

 

B. Transmitter Estimation Based Method 

 

Estimating the location of transmitters in a given network has several applications of interest to researchers. Different 

received signal parameters like Time of Arrival (TOA), Angle of Arrival (AOA), and Received signal Strength (RSS) 

can be utilized for this purpose [25].  

 

For example, the angle of the transmitter can be obtained from AOA of a signal at the receiver. Estimating the flight 

time of a signal can also be obtained from TOA which also provides information about the distance from a transmitter 

to a receiver [26].  

 

The spatial statistical based methods directly approximate the signal strength without taking into consideration the 

transmitters which are the sources of the power. Information on the transmitter location can ease the REM construction 

process. In transmitter location based methods, the first stage involves localizing the transmitter and deriving its 

properties.  

 

The estimated signal strength at each location by using propagation modeling is then done. This method has been found 

to have more degrees of freedom: multiple transmitters, transmitter properties such as antenna propagation pattern, and 

accurate characterization of the propagation environment [12]. A summary of three forms of transmitter estimated 

based methods are provided in table 2.  
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Fig. 3 Transmitter estimation based approach [15] 

 

 

C. Hybrid Methods 

These are a combination of techniques used in both spatial interpolation based methods and transmitter estimation 

based methods. This shows that the number of possible solutions can be numerous. For example, having chosen the 

interpolation method of measurement results, a REM layer is created, finally based on the processing of this image, the 

propagation and transmission parameters are estimated [15]. 

 

V. PROPAGATION MODELS 

 

Studies on propagation models dated back to the early 1940’s; over the years several models have been developed. Due 

to their diversity in terms of factors affecting the environment on the EM wave propagation losses, seven categories and 

fourteen subcategories were proposed in [28].Broadly speaking, most models could be classified into deterministic, 

stochastic and mixed models.  

 

According to [15], propagation loss can be decomposed into components that constitute the different propagation path 

factors 

Lp = Lfsd + Ld + Lsp + Lg + Lr +  Loi + Lm                                                                       (3) 

 

Where Lfsd  is free space propagation losses, Ld  is the propagation losses related to diffraction, Lsp  are losses related to 

route geometry, Lg  are the atmospheric gas losses, Lr  are losses associated with atmospheric precipitation, Loi  are 

losses introduced by various terrain obstacles such as type of buildings, wooded area etc., Lm   are additional losses 

introduced by model’s authors, e.g. tropospheric scattering, ionospheric reflections etc. 

 

 

Several propagation models has been implemented in the ATDI (ICS Telecom, HTZ Warfare)  software tools for 

planning and simulation of wireless systems [29]. This software can be used to select the propagation model that is 

most adequate the designers requirements. Table 1 shows the comparison of accuracy of the four propagation models: 
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1. Deterministic ITU-R 525 Basic, Diffraction method- Deygout 94, Subpaths - fine integration  

2. Stochastic ITU-R 1812-3, (50%T, 50%L)  

3. Okumura-Hata original  

4. Longley-Rice ITM/NTIA (50%T, 50%L)  

 

Four parameters were used to evaluate the propagation model accuracy: standard deviation and average error of 

differences between measured and calculated values, correlation of these values, and percentage of results with 

differences less than 6 dB [15]. 

 

Table III Accuracy Parameters of Choosen Propagation Models 

Model Standard 

Deviation(dB) 

Average 

Error (dB) 

Correlation 

Factor 

Differences<6dB% Symmetry 

1 3.42 0.84 0.97 91.17 YES 

2 3.62 1.57 0.97 88.55 YES 

3 5.10 1.38 0.94 83.46 NO 

4 6.28 2.12 0.94 78.75 YES 

 

VI. REM QUALITY 

 

Data obtained from radio measurement constitute the essential component of REM construction. However, estimated 

REM and actual REM may differ at some locations. The accuracy of these REMs are determined by the quality metrics. 

These quality metrics can be computed by comparing estimated REM with true REM in terms of correct detection 

zone, false alarm zone, and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). For detailed explanation on REM quality metrics, refer 

to [12] 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 

REM is a crucial component in the quest to realizing dynamic access especially in the TVWS band thus enabling the 

concept to cognitive radio to come to reality. The importance of REM cannot be overemphasized as it is the central 

block that contains vital network information such as physical network information, policies, and licensed user activity 

pattern amongst others. In this work, a general overview which is aimed at serving as a guide in constructing REM is 

present. The research highlighted the main areas that central to REM construction these include: the architecture of 

REM, construction methods that are basically divided into three namely; spatial interpolation based methods, 

transmitter location based methods and finally hybrid methods. Furthermore, an overview of the propagation models 

generally used in REM construction is presented with emphasis the accuracy parameters of these models being 

highlighted. Finally, quality metrics used to determine the accuracy of constructed REMs is presented.  
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